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Abstract

Background: Most studies, in the absence and presence of lecture recordings, have shown that there is an association between lecture attendance and academic performance for students of the biological sciences, but it is not known whether this occurs when lecture attendance is low. The effect of accessing lecture recordings on academic outcomes is not clear. The aims were (i) to determine any association between lecture attendance and academic outcomes for students who had access to lecture recordings, (ii) to describe how students use lecture recordings, and (iii) to determine any association between accessing lecture recordings and academic outcomes.

Methods: During the lecture in week 1 and workshops in week 2, written consent was sought from the students to undertake the study. Lecture attendance and lecture recording access were measured. To determine whether there was an association between attending lectures or accessing lecture recordings and academic outcomes, Pearson’s correlation coefficients were calculated.

Results: Consent was forthcoming from 48 students (75%). The main findings in this study of lecture attendance and lecture recording access in second year undergraduate optometry students in a pharmacology course were (i) lecture attendance was very low (mean, 15%), (ii) there was no association between lecture attendance and academic outcomes, (iii) early in semester, most of the accessing of lecture recordings was shortly after the lecture was presented, whereas later in the semester, most of the accessing was prior to the examination, and (iv) there was a significant weak association between accessing lecture recordings and academic outcomes.

Conclusions: It is possible that as lecture attendance decreases and students become more reliant on lecture recordings, the positive association between lecture attendance and academic outcomes is lost, and a positive association between accessing lecture recordings and academic outcomes emerges.

Background

The first identified predictors of academic outcomes at university were prior academic performance and study skills [1]. Subsequently, other predictors have been identified including psychological predictors (e.g. commitment and satisfaction with university), cognitive appraisal, demographics (e.g. employment responsibilities, student workload [1] and attending lectures [2]. However, accessing lecture recordings (slides with audio) has not been established as a factor predicting academic performance at university.

In a recent systematic review of the association of lecture attendance and academic performance, it was shown that for students studying the human biosciences, in 24 of 32 courses (75%) there was a positive association [3]. When the studies were divided into those reporting or not reporting the use of lecture recordings, 11 of the 16 courses (69%) and 13 of 16 courses (82%), respectively, showed a positive association [3]. One limitation to this review, is that when studies do not report the availability of lecture recordings, it does not equate to recordings not being available. Nevertheless, presently, there is no
definitive evidence that the availability of lecture recordings alters the positive association between lecture attendance and academic outcomes.

Lecture attendance relating lecture attendance to academic outcomes in the biological sciences was often high in studies reported before or in 2015) [4–10]. However, the increasing use of technology, especially the availability of lecture recordings, probably reduces lecture attendance [11, 12]. This is supported by recent studies; (i) a 2018 study showing lecture attendance of 24% in two courses [13], (ii) a 2019 study showing that the attendance at hybrid lectures declined over three years from 79–22% [14], and (iii) at QUT, attendance at lectures by medical laboratory science students declined from 39% in 2017 to 27% in 2018 [15]. With the use of lecture recordings, students with low lecture attendance may have improved academic outcomes, compared to when lecture recordings were not available. This may negate any positive association between lecture attendance and academic outcomes.

Most of the quantitative data available about how students access lecture recordings is from questionnaires/surveys and much of it is for students studying the biological sciences. In general, students only accessed about 50–75% of available lecture recordings, and most accesses were only to parts of the recording [16–18]. Although student surveys give useful information on lecture recording access, student recall of how they access lecture recording may not be accurate, and direct access data will give more accurate findings. For instance, access data has shown that lecture recordings were accessed by 65% of biology and ‘spikes’ in viewing occurred prior to tests [19].

For students of biological sciences, who have access to face-to-face lectures, studies of any association between the use of lecture recordings and academic outcomes have given mixed results. Most studies have shown no association between accessing lecture recordings and academic performance [11, 15, 16, 19–22]. Other studies have shown that the use of lecture recordings to be negatively [17, 23–25] or positively [19] associated with academic outcomes.

For optometry students who have access to lecture recordings, there are no studies of whether there is any association between attending lectures or accessing lecture recordings and academic outcomes in the biological sciences. For students studying pharmacology, studies have not considered direct data of how students access lecture recordings on a weekly or ongoing basis. It is also not known whether there is any association between accessing lecture recording and academic outcomes for optometry students. In the present study, participants were second year undergraduate optometry students studying pharmacology. The first aim of this study was to determine any association between lecture attendance and academic outcomes for students who had access to lecture recordings. This was to test the hypothesis that, when lecture recordings are available, and lecture attendance is low, there is no association between lecture attendance and academic outcomes. The second aim was to describe how students use lecture recordings. The hypothesis was that most students who used recordings would access them in the week after lecture delivery and again/or prior to examinations. The third aim was to determine any association between accessing lecture recordings and academic outcomes to test the
hypothesis that there is a positive association between accessing lecture recordings and academic outcomes.

Methods

The Bachelor of Vision Science degree at Queensland University of Technology (QUT) is a pre-requisite to the Masters of the Master of Optometry, which allows students to practise as optometrists. As part of the Vision Science program, a Foundations of Pharmacology course is undertaken. It is a second-year level, 12 credit point course (96 credits/year is full-time study). The course had 2 hours of lecturing/week over 10 weeks, which were made available via Blackboard as recordings (Echo 360; voice and lecture slides/PowerPoints). The course was supported by a weekly two-hour workshop, where students worked through worksheets, which related to the previous lecture and were made available prior to the workshop via Blackboard. At the workshop, students were supported by tutors. The marks were 50% for the examination, which is a mixture of multiple-choice questions and short answer questions, restricted to lecture content, and 50% for ongoing assessment. The ongoing assessment was not related to the lecture content and was 30% for a seminar presentation of a research article at a workshop, and 20% for a case study of drug interactions involving eye medicines. There were no marks for the worksheets completed in workshops.

The author was not involved in any aspect of the running or teaching of the Foundations of Pharmacology course. Most of the methods used in this study have been described in detail previously [3]. Ethical approvals for this research were obtained from the Human Research Ethics Committee at Queensland University of Technology; Ethics Approval Number 1700000690. During the lecture in week 1 and workshops in week 2, written informed consent was sought from the students by the author to undertake the study.

For the attendance part of the study, the students were asked to consent to sign an attendance register at each lecture, and for permission to link this data to their academic outcomes. A list of students who had consented to participate was prepared, and then circulated at the lectures from week 2 onwards, to allow attending students to sign.

For the lecture recording part of the study, the students were asked to consent to their lecture recording access data being collected and related to their academic outcomes. Lecture recordings at our university are made available shortly after the face-to-face lecture and can be accessed by students directly from the course Blackboard site or after downloading the recordings. Data for the recordings are only available to the course lecturer or others approved by the course coordinator and the manager of student support and curriculum. This approval was sought by the author and obtained. Data is only available for students that are accessed the recordings via Blackboard. The lecture was presented on Monday, 5–7 pm, and the number and duration of accesses was obtained on the Friday following the lecture, and then weekly throughout the semester for each lecture. In addition, the overall access to lecture recordings was the cumulative access at the time of the final examination.
Like most Australian universities, passing grades at QUT are 4 (overall mark, 50–64%), 5 (65–74%), 6 (75–84%) and 7 (≥ 85%). Academic outcomes measured were the grade, overall mark, marks for the examination, and for the ongoing assessment.

Statistics

From the attendance list, the percentage of attending students/week was determined and averaged, and for each consenting student, the number of lectures attended was collated. Percentage attendance of students in weeks 2–3 and weeks 6–10 were compared by Student’s paired t-test. Grades, overall mark, and marks for the individual components were totalled and the total expressed as a percentage. Marks for the exam, seminar presentation and case study were compared by Students paired t-test. Mean values for percentage attendance and academic outcomes (grade, overall mark, examination, ongoing assessment) ± standard deviation (SD) were determined.

The percentage of consenting who accessed each lecture on Blackboard was determined. Means ± standard deviation (SD) were determined for (i) overall percentage of students accessing lecture recordings (ii) the number of times each student accessed each lecture recording and (iii) the number and percentage of lectures accessed/student.

Regression line analysis of academic outcomes vs lecture attendance or lecture recording access was undertaken. Pearson's correlation coefficient (r) and significance (F/P values) were calculated using the regression tool in the data analysis function of Microsoft Excel to determine whether there was an association between the two variables; attending lectures or accessing lecture recordings and academic outcomes. Correlation coefficients of 0–0.19 were considered as very weak, 0.2–0.39 weak, 0.4–0.59 moderate, 0.6–0.79 strong, 0.8–1.0 very strong:

Results

The research was undertaken in semester 2 of 2019. At the start of semester, 64 optometry students were enrolled in the pharmacology course. Consent was forthcoming from 48 students (75%). One student did not complete, and one student failed (overall mark, 46%).

Academic outcomes

Overall marks and grades were high (Table 1). Marks for the ongoing assessment (seminar presentation and case study) were significantly higher than for the exam (Table 1).
Table 1
Academic outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Academic outcome</th>
<th>Mark (n = 47)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grade</td>
<td>5.9 ± 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall mark</td>
<td>79% ± 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seminar presentation</td>
<td>88% ± 4*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case study</td>
<td>85% ± 14*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exam</td>
<td>71% ± 20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Significantly different (P < 0.01) with exam mark by Students paired t-test

Lecture attendance and academic outcomes

Percentage attendance was not measured in week 1, as this was prior to the consent collecting process. The average percentage lecture attendance for completing students was 15% ± 33 (47) over the semester. Attendance was higher at the start of the semester than later (Fig. 1); weeks 2–3; 28% ± 41 (47) vs weeks 6–10; 16% ± 32 (47), P = 0.004 by Student’s paired t-test.

Regression line analysis of grades and marks versus lecture attendance showed no associations (Table 2). As a previous study had shown that a failing student can skew the regression line analysis and association between lecture attendance [25], the analysis was repeated without the failing student, and this analysis also showed no association between lecture attendance and academic outcomes (data not shown).

Table 2
Regression analysis of academic outcomes vs lecture attendance or accessing lecture recordings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Academic outcome</th>
<th>Lecture attendance</th>
<th>No of lecture recordings accessed</th>
<th>% of lecture recording accessed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pearson's r</td>
<td>P value</td>
<td>Pearson's r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade</td>
<td>0.110</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall mark</td>
<td>0.217</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.329</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seminar presentation</td>
<td>0.174</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case study</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exam</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.335</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lecture recordings
The students in this course had two ways of accessing lecture recordings. They could access them directly on Blackboard where access is immediate, or they can download the lecture recording to a personal device before accessing, and this is a slow process. The university only has information about lecture recordings accessed from Blackboard, not from recordings accessed after downloading. Thus, the following data is limited to students who accessed lecture recordings via Blackboard. There were 43 of the 48 consenting students who did this, which is 90% of the consenting students.

Prior to the final examination, the students had 102 days in which to access the lecture recordings for lecture 1, which declined to 37 days for lecture 10. The average running time of a lecture recording was 91 ± 27 (10) minutes.

**Accessing lecture recordings**

Of the 43 consenting student who accessed lecture recordings on Blackboard, six only accessed one recording, and six accessed all 10 recordings. There were two distinct patterns of how the students accessed the lecture recordings: for lectures 1–3, most of the accessing was in the first three weeks after the lecture was presented, whereas for lectures 4–10 most of the accessing was in the three weeks prior to the examination (Fig. 2).

The average number of students viewing each lecture was 21.9 ± 3.7 (47), and the mean percentage viewed was 36.5% ± 33.7 (47, range 0-100%) of each lecture. For those students who accessed lecture recordings, the number of lecture recordings accessed/student during the semester was 5.3 ± 3.3 (43). Most of the students did not access the recordings in their entirety in one access, and the average number of accesses/lecture recording was 2.2 ± 1.6 (43); range 1–7.

**Lecture recording access and academic outcomes**

Regression line analysis showed that there were significant weak positive associations between grades or overall marks and number of lecture recordings accessed/student (Table 2). This association was predominantly due to a significant association between the examination marks and lecture recordings accessed (Table 2). There was no association between the marks for the seminar presentation or case study and accessing lecture recordings (Table 2). There were similar findings when the average percentage of each lecture recording accessed/student was used as a measure of lecture recording access in the regression analysis (Table 2).

**Discussion**

The main findings in this study of lecture attendance and lecture recording access in second year undergraduate optometry students in a pharmacology course were (i) lecture attendance was very low, (ii) there was no association between lecture attendance and academic outcomes, (iii) early in semester, most of the accessing of lecture recordings was shortly after the lecture was presented, whereas later in semester, most of the accessing was prior to the examination, and (iv) there was a significant weak association between accessing lecture recordings and academic outcomes.
Lecture attendance

Lecture attendance reported in previous studies relating lecture attendance to academic outcomes in the biological sciences was often high: 79% [4] or 91% [10] of students attending all lectures, 90% of students attending ≥ 70% of lectures [5], 88% of students attending ≥ 56% of lectures [7], average attendance was 73% [8] or ranged from 20–90% in four courses [9] or from 58–95% in six courses [6]. However, with the increasing availability of lecture recordings, lecture attendance may be declining (see Introduction). In the present study, the average percentage lecture attendance/student was 15% in 2019, which fits in with a recent decline in lecture attendance.

Lecture attendance and academic outcomes

In the present study, where lecture recordings were available to the students, it was shown lecture attendance was not associated with better academic outcomes for optometry students in a pharmacology course, with the availability of lecture recordings. This is supported by some but not all previous studies. Previous studies students in the biological sciences with access to lecture recordings, have either shown no association between lecture attendance and academic outcomes ([3, 10, 13, 27, 28] three of four courses [9]) or a positive association ([4, 5, 7, 8, 26, 29] one course of four studied [9]) has been reported.

For human bioscience students, the availability of lecture recordings could reduce the likelihood of there being a positive association between lecture attendance and academic outcomes. However, in a recent systematic review of the association of lecture attendance and academic performance, it was shown that for students studying the human biosciences, there was no difference in the percentage of studies reporting a positive association between studies that reported, or did not report, the availability of lecture recordings [3]. One limitation to this review, is that when studies do not report the availability of lecture recordings, it does not equate to recordings not being available. Nevertheless, to date, there is no definitive evidence that the availability of lecture recordings alters the positive association between lecture attendance and academic outcomes.

Attendance levels are a possible reason for the differences between this study showing no association between lecture attendance and academic outcomes and previous studies showing a positive association is that this study is considering the relationship of much lower levels of lecture attendance to academic outcomes than most previous studies. Other studies with low levels of lecture attendance, and the availability of lecture recordings (39% [27], 24% [13], 27% [15]), have also shown no association between lecture attendance and academic outcomes. This supports the study hypothesis that, when lecture recordings are available, and lecture attendance is low, there is no association between lecture attendance and academic outcomes.

How students access lecture recordings

The pattern of how students accessed lecture recordings in the present study has similarities and differences to previous reports. The similarities were that only about half of the students accessed the
recordings, and access to each recording often involved more than one access, but access was not usually to the whole lecture [16–18]. A previous study has reported ‘spikes’ in accessing lecture recordings prior to tests [19]. The differences between the present and previous studies were probably related to only having one, a final examination, in the present course, and thus, there were not recurring spikes. Having only one examination seems to have created two patterns of accessing lecture recordings; for lectures 1–3, most of the accessing was in the first three weeks after the lecture was presented, with little evidence of accessing or re-accessing prior to the exam, whereas for lectures 4–10 most of the accessing was in the three weeks prior to the examination, and was increasing at the time of the examination. As accessing was still increasing at the time of the examination, some students may not have completed their preparation for the examination. Thus, consideration needs to be given on how to persuade students to access lecture recordings in a timelier way. One approach maybe to introduce weekly quizzes requiring information from the lecture.

**Associations between lecture recording access and academic outcomes**

We have shown weak positive associations between accessing lecture recordings and grades, overall marks and the examination marks, but not for marks in the seminar presentation and case study, for students in a pharmacology course. As the seminar presentation and case study were not related to lecture content, the finding of no association with accessing lecture recordings is as expected. The finding of an association between accessing lecture recording and academic outcomes involving lecture content is not in line with most previous studies. Thus, most previous studies of students of the biological sciences have shown no association between accessing lecture recordings and academic performance [6, 11, 15, 16, 19, 21, 22], or a negative association [17, 23, 24].

One possible reason for the difference between our finding of a weak positive and previous findings of no or negative associations between accessing lecture recordings and academic outcomes is that we are studying optometry students. Optometry students have not been studied previously and may be different in how they use the lecture recordings than other students.

The difference between this and previous studies is unlikely to be due to the discipline being studied as the optometry students were studying pharmacology. A previous study of biomedical science students studying pharmacology showed no association between accessing lecture recordings and academic outcomes, when failing students were removed from the analysis [25], as was done in the present study.

A major difference between the present and previous studies considering the relationship between accessing lecture recordings and academic outcomes is that lecture attendance was much lower in this study than previous studies. Thus, there may be a change in the way students learn from being reliant on face-to-face lectures to being more reliant on other resources, such as accessing lecture recordings.

A recent study supports the present finding by showing a positive association between accessing online resources and academic outcomes for nursing students undertaking a course in anatomy, physiology and
microbiology [30]. However, this study was different to ours, as the nursing students also had access to other online resources i.e. concept clips and an interactive anatomy atlas. These other resources may have contributed to the positive association between the access to lecture recordings and academic outcomes [30].

**Limitations**

A limitation to this study is that it is a relatively small study of 64 optometry students studying pharmacology. A second limitation is that the introduction and discussion are limited to students studying biological sciences, and these findings may differ from those of students studying other disciplines. A third limitation to the study is that only some of resources available to the students were studied (lecture attendance and lecture recording access) and the use of other resources (e.g. workshops) may have contributed to the academic outcomes.
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**Figures**
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**Figure 1**

Percentage attendance versus week number with trendline fitted.
Figure 2

Number of students accessing lectures plotted against day after lecture